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About EYST
Ethnic Youth Support Team is an award-winning and unique
organisation which was set up in 2005 to support BME young
people aged 11-25 living in Wales. It was set up by and for this
beneficiary group, who are an increasing proportion of young
people in Wales.
Our main aims are to support this group by providing a wide
range of support through a targeted and culturally sensitive
youth-work approach, including the provision of qualified
youth workers, youth activities and a youth and community
centre for the client group. We also aim to increase public
understanding of BME young people and improve community
cohesion and integration.
Since its establishment, EYST has been fortunate to have
been granted funding from a wide range of organisations,
and has been able to establish a state of the art youth and
community centre, based in Swansea, and now employs 9
full-time and 6 part-time members of staff.
EYST is a company limited by guarantee (No. 6709767) and a
registered Charity (No. 1152486)
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Key Achievements
During 2013-14 we:

12,172 53

The EYST Offices and adjoining Urban Youth Centre
in Swansea have continued to be a hub of activity,
seemingly busier than ever, with increased IT and
English Classes taking place in the EYST Centre,
delivered in partnership with a range of organisations
including Swansea University DACE and our increasing
numbers of volunteers. The evaluation of the My Space
project which has funded this centre for the last three
years tells us that the centre is highly appreciated by its
users as a truly accessible and welcoming space which

234
Professionals

pupils

Message...

We are very pleased to present EYST’s latest
Annual Report for the year 2013-14. This has
been a very busy and also challenging year,
during which we have continued to focus on
helping BME young people and their families
living in Wales, through various projects
focusing on family support, educational
support, sporting activities, health and
employment support.

Awareness Sessions
on Racism, Diversity &
Islamophobia to

1137

visits to the Youth
Drop In centre

Chair &
Director’s

Trained

Delivered

Received

brings people of all ages, backgrounds and walks of life
together. Even though we hope to be able to continue to
offer this facility, supported by volunteers, financially this
will be and has been a challenge.
Another key focus this year has been our Think Project,
which has completed its second year of delivery. Highly
topical, given the success of UKIP and growing far-right
support across Europe, the project has attracted the
attention of leading experts in the fields of community
both from within the UK and across Europe. We have
shared our emerging findings in events in Cardiff,
London, Huddersfield and even Sweden, at which the
project has been critically acclaimed as innovative and
highly necessary.
At the same time, our workers have continued with the
day to day challenges of supporting young people, with
whatever issues they may present, as well as offering
friendship and support to many.

Supported

Supported

young people through

families in need of
intensive support

1340
123 lunch-time

39

Hosted

22

Volunteers
within EYST

drop in sessions
in schools

Delivered the Think

Programme to
Our family support projects have been in great demand,
as young people and their families sometimes stumble
over the challenges of reconciling conflicting cultural
demands, combined with all the usual problems which
growing up in any family involves.
As ever, we need to extend our gratitude to all our
funders who have put their faith and trust in us. In these
times of increasing financial austerity and increased
competition for funds, our continued growth this year is
even greater testimony to the hard work of all our staff
and volunteers.
As we enter 2014-15 we look forward to new projects
funded by Lloyds TSB to support Refugees and Asylum

in 12 different
organisations
including Police,
Social Services,
and NHS

177

young people in 17 different groups
helping them to learn about racism and
far right extremism.

Seekers, funding from Gwirvol and Volunteering in
Wales to support new volunteering projects, as well as
use of a new EYST minibus funded by Clothworkers
Foundation. Our vision is to expand operationally across
Wales over the coming year, in order to help even more
young people and their families in need.
Thanks to all, for helping us to help others.

Momena Ali

Rocio Cifuentes

Founder & Chair

Director
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Project

My Space

Offering community space to diverse sections of the community

Girls Youth
Drop-in centre

MixtupDisability Youth Group
Over the last year, MySpace has
continued to offer accessible space to
different sections of the community,
including young people, older people,
dads’ groups, mother and toddler groups
and youth disability groups.
Our external evaluation by Dynamix found the
following:
‘MySpace has made a big difference. It is very
accessible, has improved skills, opportunities
and confidence and has supported people to
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have a say, be involved, understand and value
each other. It has helped people from different
backgrounds and cultures understand each
other and feel like part of the same community.
The young people who attend the MySpace project
have gained a wide range of skills: Communication,
working with others, co-operation, gaining
independence, learning to do things for themselves
more, First Aid, youth work and IT. All the groups said
that the opportunity to meet people in a comfortable,
safe space was a very important part of MySpace.

MySpace project has increased the confidence of
most of the young people who attend the centre.
The opportunity to socialise in a young person led
environment where ‘adults are not more important
(than young people)’ ; the acceptance and celebration
of diversity that is a core part of the ethos of the
centre; the empowering approach of the staff and
volunteers all help make this happen.
MySpace is extremely well connected and the staff
and volunteers make the most of these connections
to help the young people have opportunities to get

Girls Youth
Drop-in centre
involved with lots of different things. For example,
meeting the Mayor, feeding in to Funky Dragon
and fund raising for the children’s ward at the
local hospital. At MySpace young people meet
others who they would not normally meet as
they attend different schools. Staff and volunteers
help the young people feel that they are part of a
community and get involved in the community.’

A selection of services
using My space
Mother & Toddler
group

“Having a

voice”

Play Scheme

“Different
ethnicities can
meet here and
bond with each
other”

“Activities,
debates and talks,
just dealing with
it all”

“Having the

“It is a multi-cultural place that

brings people together”

Youth Drop-in
Centre

confidence
to do things by
myself”

“We are seen
as part of
society now”

“Staff, volunteers
& young people are

really
welcoming”

Volunteering

“Finding out who you are as
an individual and exploring
similarities and differences”

Mini Bus
SUccess!
We’re pleased to report that owing to the success of our Pilot Minibus Project the Clothworkers
Foundation agreed to grant us £13,000 to buy our own 12 seater EYST Minibus! 99 young
people used this during the first month we had it! This will help to transport young people and
their families to and from EYST activities, helping more people in need to access our support.

What’s the best thing about My Space project?
(Dynamix Evaluation Report)
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Project

Think

Challenging racism & far right extremism

The Think Project has had a highly successful
and busy second year, working with 177 young
people to teach them the facts about race,
religion, asylum and extremism and help them
to think for themselves....
The three day educational programme project was
delivered to 17 groups of young people, in locations
across South Wales including Swansea, Newport,
Merthyr, Aberdare, Torfaen, Cardiff, Carmarthen
and Llanelli. We have also worked successfully with
individuals referred to us for potential far right views,
and have continued to work in partnership with
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Police, Youth Offending Service, Schools and Local
Authorities to achieve our objectives.
Strategically, the project has increased its profile and
has attracted wide positive publicity nationally and
across Europe. The project has also benefited from
the input of Professors Ted Cantle and Paul Thomas
who wrote a scoping report on the project outlining its
uniqueness and potential. This report was launched
at an event in March 2014 at the House of Commons
in London. The project has also been invited to
present at conferences in Stockholm and Brussels. A
highlight of the year was our Wales wide conference

on young people and far right extremism held in
the Welsh Government Pierhead building in Cardiff
which was attended by close to 100 delegates and
was opened by the Welsh Government Minister for
Communities and Tackling Poverty, Jeff Cuthbert AM.

But the most important thing has
been the change effected in young
people themselves....
At the beginning of the year, 53% of the young
people we worked with believed that asylum
seekers should be sent back home. By the end of

the programme, this percentage had gone down
to 7%, and 83% disagreed with this view.
Out of 157 completers in Year 2, 116
participants (or 74%) rated the project
either 9 or 10 out of 10 in terms of
Relevance, and 130 (or 83%) rated the project
either 9 or 10 out of 10 in terms of Usefulness.
Nearly all the participants (98%) also felt the
programme should be available to other young
people in their area.

What do you
think the
BEST thing
about the
course has
been?
(i works Evaluation Report)

“getting educated
about different
religions”

“The teachers are
very respectful”
“learning to not
judge a book by
its cover”

“learning the

facts”

“learning about
things I didn’t
know before”

ent people
“Learning about differ happens.
how they live and what ing”
I have more understand

“Listening to the asylum
seeker and meeting
new people”

“getting taught
about racism etc and
realising most of what
you hear isn’t true so i’ll
never judge someone”
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Supporting BME Young People and their families

EYST Family Link Project provides support
for young people from BME communities
and their families.

Project

Project

Family Link

Bridging Cultures,
Strengthening Families

The project aims to:
• Improve access to mainstream service
provision, facilitate integration and provide
culturally appropriate one to one and group
work where needed.
• Build on direct support of young people and
their families to improve family relationships,
conflict resolution and support parents of
young people to build resilience and improve
coping skills.
In the last year, the project has supported families
with a range of issues, and we have worked closely
alongside key agencies including Social Services,
Schools, Health and Housing to help the families
overcome problems and support their children and
young people.

ject helped my
d “EYST family link pro
One of our clients sai
ool and helped
sch
in
tion
racial discrimina
child with a problem of
child. As we are
d how to support my
us as parents understan
were, so it was
ts
n’t know what our righ
new to the UK, we did
.
us”
to
all
it
lain
eone to exp
very helpful to have som

Another clie
nt said “Thi
s project su
and my fa
pported me
mily in very
difficult circ
and they ac
umstances,
ted as a lin
k between
different ag
us and all th
encies invo
e
lved – I thin
support I
k without th
would have
is
just crumb
children wo
led, and m
uld have su
y
ffered”.
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The Bridging Cultures Project has
provided mentoring, advice, family
mediation and support focused
around cultural conflict for BME young
people and their families. 22 families
have been supported, and a total of 36
children, and their siblings.
This support has involved one-to-one
work with children and young people and
whole family work, as well as liaison with
a range of external agencies including
social services, schools, benefits agencies,
immigration agencies, housing, legal
support, employment agencies, and so on.
The children and young people come from
families experiencing some kind of cultural
conflict situation. Others are asylum seekers
or migrant families newly arrived in the UK.

The project has offered a range of intergenerational
activities aimed at BME families, involving children
and their parents, including: Family Bowling
Sessions, Family Play Days, Family Football Trips,
and Father & Son sessions.

this
supported through
Some of the children
project said:
used to take part

never
“Before, my dad
more
s. Now he’s a lot
itie
tiv
ac
ily
fam
in
are
We
ff.
stu
more fun
involved and does
all happier”

Project

BME Voice
ENgaging BME groups in the healthy city agenda

Project

Get Sporty
Helping BME Young People get more into sport

The BME Voice project started in November
2013, and is part of wider consortium project
run by Swansea Council for Voluntary Services
(SCVS) – the Community Voice Project –
which aims to engage diverse groups across
Swansea in the Healthy City Agenda.
The BME Voice project is delivered in partnership
with African Community Centre and Swansea Bay
Regional Equality Council.

The aims of the project are to:
• Provide a platform for BME people to help
them access and influence the delivery of
health and social care services
• Train and equip members of the BME
community with the skills, understanding and
information to drive forward social care and
health-related initiatives

• Equip health and social care service
providers with up-to-date and relevant
information from the BME community.
• Ensure that community members
are fairly treated, feel included and their
health and well-being is improved.
To date the project has supported 18
individuals, with a range of health-related
issues. EYST’s focus within the consortium
is on Children and Young people and
Substance Misuses issues.

Get Sporty is a brand new EYST project
funded by Comic Relief under its Sports
Relief programme, which helps BME young
people get more into Sport!
With the support of this funding, we have been
able to offer:

Weekly Zumba
Average 18 attendees every week!

Weekly Football
Average 23 attendees every week!

Weekly exercise classes
Average 23 attendees every week!

10 Sessions of Basketball
58 people took part!

10 sessions of Boxing
47 young people took part!

Coming soon
Female only Swimming!
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Project

MOving Up
Employment support for BME young people, women & men

During 2013-14 the Moving Up Project,
funded by WCVA via their Engagement
Gateway (European Social Fund) Programme
supported over 85 individuals to move closer
to and into employment, training, volunteering
and education.
Working in partnership with the African Community
Centre, the project employed two workers to provide
one-to-one culturally sensitive support to BME
individuals including refugees. During this time, of the
individuals supported:
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51

Individuals gained a positive outcome
including increased skills, confidence and
knowledge

8
8
15
9

Gained a part qualification
Went into volunteering
Went into further learning
Individuals gained full-time employment

Ethnic Youth Support Team

EYST

PLay Scheme

The EYST Play Scheme Project was a
pilot project funded by Swansea Council
Play Fund during 2013-14, working with
a younger age group (8 to 14 year olds)
to our normal client group.
It was targeted at children from BME and
refugee and asylum seeker families with
fewer resources, but was open to the whole
community. The project was an overwhelming
success, with over 190 children from a
variety of backgrounds attending the two
week long Summer Play Scheme and the
week-long February Play scheme. We hope
to run this as an ongoing project, subject to
further funding.

“The Play Scheme was so much FUN!
Much better than being bored at home!
Just make it longer next time please”

Awareness
raising in schools

ar:
In the last ye

EYST workers have delivered
Diversity Awareness
Sessions to a total of

53
1137

pupils in 9 schools
and colleges

The topics have included:

Islamophobia; Culture & Diversity in
Wales; and ‘Question my Faith’ –
an interfaith Q & A session.

said:
The young people

Of the 1137 young people
taking part:

96.8%

Learnt something new
from the sessions

89%

think there is a need for
lessons like this

51%

rated the lessons 5 out of 5
for quality

39%

rated the lessons 4 out of 5
for quality

“I enjoyed the question and
answer sessions”

“I enjoyed learning about Islam”
“I have learnt that Jihad means
struggle for good cause”
“Learning more about ethnic minority
groups and their practices”

“Very enjoyable”

rs said:
One of the teache
“My overall evaluation of the “Question My Faith”
lessons delivered to year 10 in Olchfa is a very
positive one!
My pupils unanimously fedback that they had enjoyed
the hour long lesson, and in particular:
- Hearing personal stories / examples of
how their faith impacts their daily lives
- Hearing the differences of belief /
interpretation of scripture.
The only criticism was the shortage of time!
EYST is certainly a service I will use again when looking
at these potentially sensitive issues.”
For more info please contact: manager@eyst.org.uk
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…
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m
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Volunteering with EYST has given me a lot of
knowledge and the ability to help people from
BME backgrounds with different issues. I have
learnt how to motivate them, and I have gained a
lot of knowledge about employment, education and
housing. I have really enjoyed working with EYST.

Sliva Kiki, EYST volunteer

EYST was originally set up in 2005 by a small group
of ethnic minority youth who recognised BME young
people, specifically boys, were struggling to go onto
further education and being stuck in dead end jobs
- this had to change. The volunteers successfully
applied for financial support for a pilot project from
Swansea CVS, this ran in Dynever School for two
years, the pilot project went tremendously well
bringing in boys from all over Swansea.
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I was motivated to do this to make a difference to
the lives of young people.
I am happy that my personal experience might
have a positive impact on their life. Additionally, I
volunteer in the EYST office helping refugees and
asylum seekers with various practical problems they
face, and this is something that gives me great
satisfaction.

Thank you.

I came here not knowing much about who or what
EYST actually did, but that quickly changed as the
EYST team not just told me, but showed me who
they were and why they are such a successful,
award winning youth organisation today.

I recently joined the Ethnic Youth Support Team as a
volunteer, firstly volunteering with the Think Project.
I volunteer through sharing my personal story in the
Think Project’s sessions with young people raising
awareness of refugees and asylum seeker in Britain.

Issayas Debru, EYST Volunteer

EYST was then given funding for their first real space
in Walters roads, this was also very successful.
The project was bringing in so many people, now
including girls, aided EYST to win the Big Lottery
Fund’s People’s Millions Competition to win £49,000
to refurbish and create a new Youth Drop-in Centre.

them to the wider community including diverse
groups. ‘Think project’, this project challenges
racism and negative views on things like asylum
seekers, and immigration. ‘Bridging cultures’, this
includes family counselling, mentoring and support;
these and much more are currently being worked on.

To this day EYST is still growing and becoming
more popular all the time, with a staff of 15 and
an increasing number of volunteers, constantly
developing projects to do with all aspects, such as;
the ‘My space project’, this aims to launch the EYST
youth drop in centre in Swansea as an accessible,
multi-functional community space offering a range of
facilities to ethnic minority young people also linking

Honestly I have extremely enjoyed my time at EYST,
continuously learning and becoming more aware of
different community aspects and am carrying on
working as a volunteer.
Fateha Ali, young EYST volunteer aged 15

278
Facebook
likes

EYST on

Social

390

Media!

Facebook.com/ethnicyouthsupportteam

We

’ve been pretty active this year, getting into the
swing of Social Media, with our Facebook
‘likers’ going up to 278 and our Twitter Followers going
up to 390.
We started the #WetooareWelsh (Welsh Pride not
White Pride) campaign in response to a planned so
called ‘White Pride’ march organised by some racist

Twitter
followers

Twitter.com/eystswansea

groups in Swansea. We got loads of people from diverse
backgrounds to tweet pictures of themselves with the
#WetooareWelsh hashtag to show that Welsh was a
feeling in your heart not a colour on your skin. We got
loads of support far and wide, including from Welsh
Rugby Legend Shane Williams … Cheers Shane!

Fundraising for the Homeless
By the young people

# We too are welsh
WELSH PRIDE NOT WHITE PRIDE
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Financial Summary
EYST COmpany Accounts - Year ENded 31 March 2014

ETHNIC YOUTH SUPPORT TEAM

2

YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2014
2014

£

INCOMING RESOURCES
VOLUNTARY INCOME
Cymorth Grant
Big Lottery Grant
Swansea Development Fund
WCVA
City & County of Swansea
Tudor
PSP Funding
Home Office
Urban Fund
Deprived Area Fund
Safter Community Fund
Russums
Gwirvol V Project
Community Cohesion Fund
DWP - Flexible Support Fund
SCVS - Mix It Up
BBC Children In Need
Comic Relief - Get Sporty
Lloyds Foundation
SCVS capital grant release
Children & Young Peoples Fund
BME Voice Project
	
  
	
  

INCOMING RESOURCES
FROM CHARITABLE
ACTIVITIES
Training Income
Other Income
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TOTAL INCOMING
RESOURCES
	
  

Ethnic Youth Support Team

DETAILED STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL ACTIVITIES

ETHNIC YOUTH SUPPORT TEAM

YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2014

BALANCE SHEET

£

COSTS OF GENERATING
VOLUNTARY INCOME

–

Staff costs - Wages & Salaries
Operating leases - Plant & machinery
Establishment - Rent
Establishment - Rates & Water
Establishment - Light & heat
Establishment - Repairs &
maintenance
–Establishment - Insurance
–Establishment - Other
Motor and travel costs - Other
–Legal & professional - Other
Office expenses - Telephone
–Office expenses - Other
Depreciation
–External staff costs
–Computer Costs
Sundry expenses
Donations and sponsorship
Training expenses and tuition fees
Advertising
Visits and events
Refreshments

236,885
14,604
25,224
45,125
30,000
56
327
221
375
26,174
9,994
15,000
2,000
1,500
3,350

	
  

410,835

	
  

GOVERNANCE
COSTS
	
  
	
  
Premises costs
Accountancy fees
Other financial costs
	
  

1,700
11,655

	
  

13,355

424,190

	
  

	
  
	
  

	
  
	
  

	
  
	
  

293,083
2,302
33,721
1,293
4,770
1,146
1,054
3,141
10,741
13,594
8,477
3,881
4,376
29,499

	
  

	
  

TOTAL RESOURCES EXPENDED
	
  
	
  

ÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ	
  

NET (OUTGOING)/INCOMING
RESOURCESÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ	
  
FOR THE YEAR
	
  

	
  
	
  
	
  

FIXED ASSETS
Tangible assets

228,045
1,030
22,192
3,203
1,793

CURRENT ASSETS
Debtors
Cash at bank and in hand
	
  

CREDITORS: Amounts falling
due within one year
2,038
	
  

	
  

1
3,564
152

–
3,267
122

3,717
	
  

£

440,744

15,212
2,345

	
  

31 MARCH 2014
£

950
3,925
5,198
	
  
9,859
TOTAL ASSETS LESS
CURRENT LIABILITIES 4,361
3,024
GOVERNMENT GRANTS
10,287
	
  
	
  
NET ASSETS
11,446
	
  
	
  
–
3,834
	
  
995
	
  
FUNDS
830
Restricted income funds
4,951
Unrestricted income –funds
1,331
	
  
	
  
7,470
TOTAL FUNDS
	
  
	
  
1,693
	
  

1,763
900
9,446

	
  

	
  

2013

£

444,461

(20,271)

	
  

NET CURRENT ASSETS

ÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ	
  
ÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ	
  

ÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ	
  
ÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ	
  

ÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ	
  

328,455

ÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ	
  

ÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ	
  

3,389

ÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ	
  

ÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ	
  

331,844

ÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ	
  

ÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ	
  

ÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ	
  

ÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ	
  

53,580

ÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍ	
  

ÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ	
  

ÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍ	
  

6,091
6,000
112,443
118,443
(26,180)
92,263

98,354

2014

45,473
48,859
94,332

£

7,628
9,651
125,508

ÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ	
   	
  

ÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ	
  

135,159

(21,705)

ÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ	
   	
  

113,454
ÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ	
  

(4,022)
94,332

2013

£

114,603

	
  

ÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍ	
  

63,088
51,515

ÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ	
  

114,603

ÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍ	
  

ÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ	
  

ÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ	
  

121,082

(6,479)

ÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ	
  
ÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍ	
  

ÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ	
  
ÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍ	
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Funders & Supporters
Grateful acknowledgement of our funders & supporters

Momena Ali
Founder & Chair

Rocio
Cifuentes
Director

Shehla Khan
Manager

During 2013-14, EYST has been grateful to receive funding from the following
organisations, without whom we would not have been able to operate:

Helal Uddin

Family project
development worker

Matthew
Hopkins

My Space Advice &
Outreach worker

Jill Duarte

Employment support
project worker

Shahab Miah

Nicky Nijjer

Think project worker

Chris Mort

Think project worker

Sofina Khatun
Young females
youth worker

My Space project
development worker

Mohammed
Alim
Family Link worker

Helen Trinh
Young females
youth worker

Zaffer Azad
Graphic Design
& Administrator

Aliya Khalil
Family Link worker

Lloyd
Williams

Volunteer Co-ordinator

Alex Atkins
Young females
youth worker
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Helping young people achieve their full potential

